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Hops (Humulus lupulus)
• Female inflorescenes of
hop plants used for beer
bittering and finishing
• Lupulin produced by
glandular trichomes
(lupulin glands) in the lower parts of the inner
surface of bracts of mature female hop cones
• Cannabaceae family
• Climbing perennial
• Dioecious
USA Hops

–
–
–
–

Occasional hermaphrodite
Seeds undesirable for brewing beer
Only female plants in hop fields
Unpollinated flowers or cones
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Hops Production – Winter
Hops Growers of America

• Trellis construction after harvest
• Cover crop establishment between rows
• Rhizomes cut from dormant hop plants (crowns),
potted plants transferred to greenhouse to break
dormancy, allowing propagation through cuttings

Hops Production – Spring
Hops Growers of America

• New hop yards planted

– Rhizomes in early spring, potted plants later – high quality material

• Drip irrigation installed
• Initial fertilizer applications based on soil testing

– In-season nutrients applied based on plant tissue analysis

• Trellis and irrigation systems repaired
• Primary shoots emerge from hop yard

– Pruned to eliminate disease inoculum, training dates set and established

• Twine tied to overhead trellis, inserted in each hill

Hops Production – Summer
Hops Growers of America

• Bines expand with sidearms that bear the crop
– Burrs emerge first,
then cones (strobiles) develop
– Hops bloom from summer solstice
through July
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• IPM, plant protection materials applied
• Hops harvested from August through October

Hops Production – Fall
Hops Growers of America

• Hops are harvested, dried, and baled
• Department of Agriculture inspectors
collect samples to verify crop quality
for merchants and brewing customers Gigantic Brewing
• Brewers visit farms and merchants for hop selection
• Hops go into dormancy after the first killing frost
• Drip irrigation is removed from the hop yards
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Hops Production History in the U.S.
• 1648 – Massachusetts
• Mid-1800s – New York

– Prohibition, downy mildew

• Early 1900s – Washington,
Oregon, California
• 1933 – End of Prohibition, expansion of hops
acreage
• WWII – Idaho expands acreage
• 1990 – California commercial hops production ends
• Present – Pacific Northwest produces over 97% of
U.S. hops
Gorst Valley Hops

Hops Production in the U.S.

Hops Production in the U.S.
• Traditionally
produced in the
Pacific Northwest
– Washington, Oregon,
Idaho
– MI, NY, WI, MN,
other states
– In 2017, none south
of KY (USDA-NASS)

USA Hops
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Hops Production in the U.S.
• Generally restricted to a band ranging from 35 to 50
degrees north latitude (about 1000 miles wide)
– Memphis 35.1495° N
– Bristol 36.5951° N

• Two factors negatively impact hops production as
one proceeds south
– Lack of sufficient sunlight during the growing season
– Lack of adequate chilling over winter months

Lack of adequate chilling during season?
• Hops reported to need 1-2 months of winter
temperatures below 40°F
• Dependent of variety and weather
• Inadequate chilling may not be a problem in TN
– Currently regularly crop peaches in Memphis
– Peaches have a chilling requirement of >1,000 hours
– but may have come close to inadequate chilling in
winter of 2017-2018

Lack of sufficient sunlight during season?
• Hops need long day lengths to flower and
produce adequate cone yields
• Lack of sunlight could be significant problem
• FL and VA looking at supplemental lighting –
economically viable?

Viability of Hops Production in SE
Agronomically
• Several years of regional hops research
– NC State, Virginia Tech, University of KY

• Lots of challenges

– “Yields tend to be low…”
– Daylength, disease, insects
– “Where day length is too short, flowering occurs
when node number is met,
but before the plants have
put on a lot of growth.”
– Relatively high fertility needs
– Weeds, insects, diseases
Great Lakes Hops

Requirements – Producer Level

• Market
• Site selection
–
–
–
–

Elevation and uniform gentle slope (2-5%) facing NE
Deep, well-drained, sandy loam soil
pH 6.0-6.5
Good air circulation

• Irrigation
• Equipment, transport, storage

– Sell wet hops immed. after harvest

• Production, labor costs
– H2A

• Industry Standards
–
–
–
–

FSMA
GAP
Quality Inspection
Hops Traceability

Research Needs
• Multi-location field research at four UT RECs
representing different regions within TN
– Variety evaluation, development
– Plant populations and spacings
– Trellising
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• Types of trellises, heights

– Disease, insect, and weed management
• There are pesticides labeled for hops – state labels
• TN has different pest pressure than other hops

– Soil fertility and nutrient monitoring
• Nutrient sources, other products, application method
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Many of our clientele who are interested in hops
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

are passionate about the crop and their plans.
have “researched” the topic.
are optimistic, determined, and “ready to go”.
ambitious in scale of production.
have high expectations for profitability
don’t care about it.
have limited to no agricultural experience.
lack equipment and may lack consistent labor.
underestimate challenges and limitations.
may overestimate rewards of their efforts.
can be challenging in communications.
may be vulnerable.

or

need assistance, so we must prepare ourselves.

Summary
•
•
•
•

May be a potential crop for some people in TN
Lots of unanswered questions
There are reasons for current hops production areas
Research before production
– Develop and disseminate fact-based materials for most
informed decision – takes time and money

• Planning, networking, education, moderation
• At this point, it is high risk…
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